Ballyhoo Ball by Battat
$26.99 SKU BX1479
Each ball has a different textured surface and its own bounce, wobble and squeak. If that’s not enough, the five wee balls fit into one mama ball for another sensory play option.
AGE: 6 months and up
CCPL TITLE: Ballyhoo Ball
CCPL TAGS: “building and stacking” “special needs and sensory”

Fit & Fun Monkey Strike Bowling by ChiCCo
$19.99 SKU 5228
Six monkey bowling pins can be set up for traditional bowling or stacked for some monkey shines!
AGE: 18 months and up
CCPL TITLE: Monkey Strike Bowling
CCPL TAGS: “colors and shapes” “music and sound” “special needs and sensory”

Map-My-Town Learning Center by Lakeshore
$39.99 SKU PPS19
You are the town planner! Follow the rebus-style activity cards to place each block in the correct location. You’ll learn mapping skills and positional words as you build.
AGE: 4 years and up
CCPL TITLE: Map My Town
CCPL TAGS: “careers and community helpers” “challenging logic strategy” “maps and places”

New Sprouts Puppy Play by Learning Resources
$19.60 SKU LER9245
This set includes everything you need to welcome a new canine companion to the family. It invites imaginative play while encouraging responsibility in caring for a pet.
AGE: 2 years and up
CCPL TITLE: Pretend Play – Puppy Play Set
CCPL TAGS: “animals”

Plush Basket of Sensory Babies by Excellerations
$36.88 SKU Sensbaby
Six multicultural babies are made of soft, colorful, tactile fabric and each one makes a sound – rattle, crinkle or squeak. These are babies that all ages will love.
AGE: Birth and up
CCPL TITLE: Basket of Sensory Babies
CCPL TAGS: “dolls and houses” “soft toys” “special needs and sensory”

Rhythm Club by Remo
$69.15 SKU club
A variety of rhythm instruments allow for creative music exploration and jamming fun!
AGE: 3 years and up
CCPL TITLE: Rhythm Party
CCPL TAGS: “music and sound” “special needs and sensory”

RoadTrip by Daddy O / The Impractical Pig
$21.70
This fast-paced game pits your wits against the timer as you race your station wagon across the USA!
AGE: 8 years and up
CCPL TITLE: Roadtrip Game
CCPL TAGS: “challenging logic strategy” “family games” “maps and places”

Rush Hour Logic Game by Think Fun
$18.98
Four levels of play, from beginner to expert, make this logic game great for many ages. Set up the traffic challenge and slide the blocking vehicles out of your way to find a path for your special car to exit.
AGE: 5 years and up
CCPL TITLE: Logic Puzzle – Traffic Jam
CCPL TAGS: “cars and trucks” “challenging logic strategy” “family games”

Scoot Around Animals by Little Tikes
$48.66
This adorable zoo animal three-in-one ride-on encourages toddlers to scoot, walk and play!
AGE: 1 year and up
CCPL TITLE: Scoot Around Animal Ride-on
CCPL TAGS: “animals” “push pull and walkers” “riding toys”

SpinAgain by Fat Brain Toys
$27.95 SKU FA110
Drop the discs on the threaded pole and they spin down to the base. Remove the pole from the base and watch as the discs tumble to the floor, and then do it again and again!
AGE: 1 year and up
CCPL TITLE: Spin Again Stacker
CCPL TAGS: “building and stacking” “colors and shapes”
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